Teacher’s Guide for the Winter 2021
Moving Parts Series:

HOME RUN
Moving Parts Series: HOME RUN is a virtual performance produced and
presented by the Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company. All three dances on this
program are specifically created for the screen, showcasing multiple approaches,
techniques, and dance-film-making styles. Four featured artists have taken on new
roles within their creative processes, whether entering video editing, sound
design, or as choreographers in their own works - each of their innovations
elevates the online viewing experience. During this time of social distancing,
flexibility and creativity have been central to the dance artist’s creative visions.
Thematically, the works you are about to see look to the Salt Lake City
community. What is around us, and how does the notion of "home" permeate our
lives in various ways? Each piece was created around this common theme, making
a collage of time, space, and artistic media.

PC: Tori Duhaime
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Winter’s Light
The first dance you will see is Winter’s
Light, by Ririe-Woodbury Artistic Director
Daniel Charon filmed at The Monarch
Gallery in Ogden. This work is unique in
that it was filmed and edited by the
choreographer himself, in addition to the
choreographic collaboration with the
Company dancers. Furthermore, the work is accompanied by Daniel’s original
music. Stunning costumes were designed by former company dancer Melissa
Younker.

Full View
The second dance you will see is Full View by Utah based artist Molly Heller, the
Artistic Director of Heartland Collective.
Full View is a multi-media work created in
collaboration with the dancers from both
Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company and
Heartland Collective. This work interweaves a
series of overlapping solos made from the
artist’s homes, yet assembled on the
set/stage, and captured by the camera.
Full View explores natural and artificial environments, the singular and complex,
illusion with reality. It is both private and public; all is in full view.

And Again
The last and third dance And Again features
the performance and choreography by senior
dancer Bashaun Williams and first-year
Company member Fausto Rivera. The
creative filming places you in close proximity
to the dancer’s kinetic space. The viewer
might recognize the repetition, exhaustion,
or relentlessness in their motion. One might relate these sensation to what we
as a society have collectively experienced through the past year, through
isolation, or familiar and unfamiliar ways to relate to others.

Photo Credits: Winter’s Light/Daniel Charon, Full View/Marissa Mooney, And Again/Wonderstone Film
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Winter’s Light ( world premiere 2021)

Choreography by Daniel Charon in collaboration with the Dancers
Dancers and Co-Creators: The Company
Costumes: Melissa Younker
Musical Score: Daniel Charon
Video filming and editing: Daniel Charon
Filmed on location at The Monarch, Ogden, UT
Artist Biography: DANIEL CHARON
Artistic Director of Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company since 2013,
Daniel Charon has been active as a choreographer, teacher, and
performer for over twenty-five years. While based in New York City,
Daniel maintained a project-based company and danced with Doug
Varone and Dancers and the Limón Dance Company. Additionally, he
performed with Doug Elkins and Friends, the Metropolitan Opera, the
Aquila Theater Company, and the Mary Anthony Dance Theater
among others. He is a BFA graduate of the North Carolina School of
the Arts and an MFA graduate of the California Institute of the Arts in
Choreography and Integrated Media.
PC: Tori Duhaime

As Ririe-Woodbury’s Artistic Director, Daniel has created original works for the stage, gallery
installations (Utah Museum of Contemporary Art), and designed video for his and other
choreographers’ works. Daniel is the recipient of City Weekly's Best of Utah 2016 Award in
Choreography for his Together Alone Trilogy. Independently in Salt Lake City, he has shown his work
at Mudson and 12 Minutes Max and choreographed The Pearl Fishers and Aida at the Utah Opera.
Daniel’s choreography has also been produced by the 92nd Street Y Harkness Dance Festival, the
Inside/Out Series at Jacob’s Pillow, and the Dance Complex (Cambridge, MA) among others. He has
presented multiple full evening concerts in New York City and has been commissioned to
choreograph new works for many companies, universities, and festivals around the country.
A nationally known and respected educator, Charon regularly teaches master classes and workshops
nationally and internationally and has taught at the Metropolitan Opera, the Bates Dance Festival,
Salt Dance Fest, North Carolina School of the Arts Summer Comprehensive, Varone Summer Dance
Workshops, and Limón Summer Workshops. He has been a guest artist at numerous universities and
was an adjunct faculty member at Hunter College (NYC) and the California Institute of the Arts.
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Daniel has staged the works of José Limón, Jirí Kylián, and Doug Varone at schools and companies
around the world. Daniel was also a freelance web developer and works extensively in the digital
realm, creating websites, working with video and interactive technology, and seeking ways to
implement media in his work.

Full View (world premiere 2021)

Creative Direction: Molly Heller
Choreography: Molly Heller with the Heartland Collective and Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company
Heartland Performers: Florian Alberge, Nick Blaylock, Brian Gerke, Marissa Mooney, Melissa Younker
Music Composition: Nick Foster and Michael Wall
Costume Design: Melissa Younker
Scenic Concept: Molly Heller and Marissa Mooney
Scenic Construction: Isaac Taylor, William Peterson, and Marissa Mooney
Lighting Design: William Peterson
Filming: Wonderstone Films
Video Editing: Florian Alberge and Nick Blaylock
Film Direction: Florian Alberge
Artist Biography: MOLLY HELLER
Molly Heller is the Director of Heartland, a multi-disciplinary
collective centralized in Salt Lake City, with collaborations in
dance, visual arts, and music composition. She is also an
Assistant Professor within the School of Dance at the University
of Utah. Her research investigates performance as a healing
practice and the relationship between physical expression and
emotion.
Photo Credit: Marissa Mooney

Molly’s choreographic work is an extension of her interest in
health and wellbeing, as well as an interweaving of theater, practices and dance. Her work has been
presented in venues such as: Utah Museum of Contemporary Art (SLC), Urban Lounge (SLC), Beehive
Concert Venue (SLC), Shawl Anderson Dance Center (Berkeley), Eccles Regent Street Blackbox
Theater (SLC), Kingsbury Hall for TEDx SaltLakeCity, Gowanus Art + Production (NYC), Danspace
Project at St. Mark’s Church (NYC), Movement Research at the Judson Church (NYC), Green Space
(NYC), DUMBO Dance Festival (Brooklyn, NY), The Mahaney Center for the Arts (Middlebury, VT),
Balance Dance Company (Boise, ID), Boise State University, Westminster College (SLC), Sugar Space
Studio for the Arts (SLC), and the Ladies’ Literary Club (SLC).
Molly holds an M.F.A. from the University of Utah and holds certifications in Pilates and Reiki. As a
performer, Molly has worked with Katie Faulker, Naganuma Dance, Netta Yerushalmy, Stephen
Koester, and Satu Hummasti. She currently performs/collaborates with Joanna Kotze.
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And Again (world premiere 2021)

Choreography and Direction: Bashaun Williams and Fausto Rivera
Original Music: Michael Wall
Lighting: William Peterson
Filming and Editing: Wonderstone Films
Artists Biographies: BASHAUN WILLIAMS and FAUSTO RIVERA
Bashaun Williams started dancing at the age of 16 in Texas with Ballet
Lubbock under Yvonne Racz-Key, Artistic Director. As a Junior and
Senior, he was captain of his Basketball team and a member of Ballet
Lubbock’s pre- professional Company. Bashaun attended the
University of Utah of both academic and artistic merit scholarships, in
the department of ballet. While at the U, he danced Principal and
Soloist roles in the department’s resident company.
It was in 2011 that Bashaun joined Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company.
He has toured throughout the United States, Africa, France, Mongolia
and South Korea as a performer and educator. While with RW, he also
has had the pleasure of working with renowned choreographers such as Stevan Novakovich, Edward
Truitt, Val Caniparoli, Rick Tija, Johannes Weiland, Bill T. Jones, Charlotte Boye-Christensen, Doug
Varone, Yin Yue, Raja Feather Kelly and Daniel Charon, among others. Bashaun is forever grateful for
the opportunity to perform, teach and grow alongside such a wonderful community of people.

Fausto Rivera (he/they) is a Chicano dance artist from the Pacific
Northwest. He graduated with a BA in Dance and a minor in
Anthropology from the University of Washington, where he was
awarded the Evelyn H. Green Endowed Scholarship for artistic
merit and promise. He grew up training in Mexican Folk Dance,
and trained in ballet and modern dance in college. While at the
UW, he danced with the Chamber Dance Company, under the
direction of Hannah C. Wiley, performing work by Lar Lubovitch,
Danny Shapiro/Joanie Smith, Bill T. Jones, and Doug Varone. He is
a
founding member of Seattle’s Au Collective, a collective of dance
artists highlighting the work of artists from marginalized communities. With Au, he has been able to
present and perform original choreography throughout the PNW, as well as NYC. Fausto worked
under the artistic direction of Donald Byrd at Spectrum Dance Theater, for six seasons, and was
fortunate to tour throughout the country and abroad. This is his first season with Ririe-Woodbury
Dance Company and he is excited to grow as an artist and an educator. He hopes to keep using
dance as a tool for dismantling systemic and cultural oppression.
Photo Credits for all photos on this page: Tori Duhaime
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Lesson ideas inspired by

HOME RUN
General vocabulary:
Dance
Dancer
Mirroring
Texture

Screen dance
Composer
Gestures
Sensations

Multisensory
Multidisciplinary
Movement signature

Choreographer
Visual Arts
Patterns

Warm Up: The Electric and Energized Body (Texture/Tactile Sensations)
Play soft and gentle background music. Start by rubbing
your hands, creating friction as fast as you can. Allow that
rubbing motion and friction to move through different parts
in the body; arms, chest, back, legs, top of the head, etc.
Secondly, switch to tapping motion and continue covering
hands, arms, chest, back, legs, and so on. Thirdly start by
slapping or drumming quickly through as many body parts in
the body. Try to do this as fast as you can. Don’t forget
those body parts we don’t often use, such as armpits,
between the legs, top, and back of the head and neck. Next,
start softly swiping/brushing as many body parts as possible.
Come back to the rubbing, creating friction with the hands.
Draw attention to the tingly sensation all over your body.
The tactile stimulation allowed you to generate very
palpable energy, helping you open up your creativity.
Imagine as if you are in a pool of water or in a space where
everything floats and feels soft and gentle.
PC: Daniel Charon

Creative Lesson Ideas
Inspired by Winter’s Light Choreography
Objectives: Dancers will learn
(1) how to create interesting patterns through space that does not involve touching, sharing weight,
or manipulation. Dancers also learn how they activate the space around them in the process.
(2) how gestures and small movements can communicate meaning.
Exploring:
1. Without touching other dancers in the space, start walking through the empty spaces.
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2. Start by walking in straight lines with sharp corners as you make turns. If a dancer comes
across or close to you, one dancer should stop, and give the right of way for the other to
continue moving.
3. Keep enough distance between each other. You will start to notice how lines in space create
interesting patterns as a source of choreography.
4. Now try walking in curves through space. The same guidelines apply; if someone comes close
to you, you should stop or move in the opposite direction to the nearest dancer.
Creating: Now, make four simple gestures that are yours, do not copy others. These four gestures
are unique to you as a dancer. Play with the sizes of your four gestures by making them small,
medium-size, and big. Notice that you may have to add levels in space low, medium, and high space
by increasing or decreasing the size.
The dance: Using your music of choice, start by walking in straight spatial patterns in space; when
you face or get close to other dancers, you may choose to make those four unique gestures then
continue to move. The dancer across from you may choose to make his/her/or their gestures as well.
As if having a conversation. Then continue moving. When a signal is given, the patterns may turn
into circular/curving pathways. And the same rule applies when facing, being close, or stopped by
another dancer, you use your gestures to communicate. Please do not change the gestures so we,
the audience, can see patterns in space and your unique gestures.
Have fun dancing!

Inspired by Full View Choreography
Objectives: Dancers will learn
(1) how to make the dancing space alive by writing their names with different body parts
(2) how to communicate using imaginary writing on a wall
Exploring: First, find your own dancing space, a space that doesn’t disturb others and that you can
move freely. Using your hands, show us your front, sides, and back wall. Just as if you are
pantomiming. On one of the sidewalls write your name. On the back wall, your middle name (if you
don’t have one make one up); on the other side wall, write your last name. Explore writing on each
wall with small size letter font, medium size letter font, and big size letter font. Explore using
different body parts to write in all three walls (side, back, side.) The significant one is the front wall.
On the front wall, write “I love myself.” Then continue exploring; write on each wall with more
different body parts, different levels and sizes, and the front one with “I love myself.” Practice,
practice, practice!
Creating: You have made a home, your own home, your room, a space that is only yours. Now,
select your favorite body part that goes with the writing on each side of your walls. Create a
sequence that ends with the writing on the front wall “I love myself.” Memorize, and rehearse.
Explore the “how” as well - how to approach movement toward each wall.
The dance: You have created your own Full View dance. Add some music, start by holding a shape,
when you hear the command “GO,” begin your choreography. Make sure your movements are very
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clear, and finish with the front wall “I love myself” writing and finish in a shape that expresses, “I love
myself.”
Perform and share with each other. This can be a wonderful dance on its own, or a beginning of
another dance.

Inspired by And Again Choreography (Mirroring Cool Down)
Objectives: Dancers will learn
(1) how to observe and listen carefully and be responsible leaders and followers.
(2) how to share space, how to gauge spatial distance while moving, and communicate using each
other’s movement language.
Exploring and creating: Sitting 6 feet apart from each other one dancer will be RED and another
BLUE. RED dancers will move slowly and responsibly while BLUE dancers follow. The idea here is to
keep very close attention to all details on the leader moving. The mirroring exercise requires high
levels of concentration where no voices are welcome or kept minimal. Then have the student switch
roles; BLUE becomes the leader, and RED becomes the follower.
The dance: Without talking and giving a noticeable shift of changing roles, see if dancers can move
from leaders to followers seamlessly. The mirroring dance turns beautiful when dancers start using
levels in space, gestures, small and big motions, facial expressions, and shapes to communicate
meaning through dance.
Discuss with the class what the dancers discovered while mirroring each other.

Have fun dancing!
We would like to thank our Student Matinee sponsors...
Utah State Board of Education
Professional Outreach Programs
in the Schools (POPS)
B.W. Bastian Foundation

Robert Beswick

R. Harold Burton Foundation

McCarthey Family Foundation

Marie Eccles Caine Foundation - Russell Family
Richard K. and Shirley S. Hemingway

U.S. Bank

Jarvis and Constance Doctorow Family Foundation
Henry W. & Leslie M. Eskuche Foundation
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Andrea Golding Legacy Foundation

Larry H. Miller Charities

The Mark and Kathie Miller Foundation

O.C. Tanner Company

Union Pacific Foundation

Season sponsors:
National Endowment of the Arts

George S. and Dolores Eccles Foundation

Utah Legislature

Utah Division of Arts and Museums

John and Marcia Price Family Foundation

ZAP - Zoo Arts and Parks

Lawrence and Janet T. Dee Foundation

Emma Eccles Jones Foundation

Salt Lake City Arts Council

Arttix,
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